
 

WITH “HEALTH COURTS”  
90 PERCENT OF VICTIMS 

GET NOTHING 
Harvard study shows “Health Courts” 
model would compensate fewer victims 
and provide less money 
 

There is no need for a pilot program to 
determine whether the “health courts” 
compensation model offers an adequate 
substitute for medical malpractice suits.  An 
intensive study was already done by the 
same researchers now advocating for a 
“health courts” alternative. 
   
From 1995 to 1998, Harvard researchers 
Studdert, Brennan and Thomas conducted 
the Utah-Colorado Medical Practice study 
(UCMP study) – a detailed study of medical 
errors in Utah and Colorado to determine 
“the economic feasibility of a no-fault 
alternative for medical injury 
compensation.”1  They examined hospital 
records from 1992 to determine how much 
an administrative compensation system 
would cost, how many patients injured by 
medical errors could be compensated, and 
the level of compensation that would be 
available for the injured.2  In determining 
economic feasibility, they relied on the total 
annual cost for medical malpractice liability 
in Utah and Colorado, respectively, as the 
amount of monies available (the “budget”) 
for compensation under the administrative 
scheme in each state.3   
 
The results of the UCMP study, which were 
widely reported in the academic literature, 
showed that most victims of medical errors 
would be uncompensated and the few who 
could overcome the system’s obstacles 

would receive much less money to remedy 
their injury than under a traditional court 
system.4  The UCMP study revealed the 
points made below. 
 

Most victims would be uncompensated 
 

The “health courts” model is not a “no-
fault” plan.  The UCMP study showed that 
the model drastically narrows the pool of 
patients injured by medical errors that would 
be eligible for compensation.  It is not a “no-
fault” plan, as only patients who prove that 
their injury was an “avoidable” error would 
be eligible for a limited form of 
compensation.   
 
Only half of all medical errors met the 
“avoidable” error standard.  “Avoidable” 
error was adopted from the Swedish model 
of compensating for medical errors.5  
Applying this arbitrary standard, the 
researchers showed that the universe of 
compensable medical injury would be 
reduced by half if an “avoidable” error 
standard was applied.  The researchers 
examined hospital records from 1992, which 
indicated that the total number of patients 
injured by medical errors in 1992 was 
17,192.  However, only 8,859 of those 
injuries were deemed to result from 
“avoidable” error.6  Thus, only 51 percent of 
identified medical errors would have 
qualified as compensable under the 
researchers’ “health courts” model.  See 
diagram:  Most Medical Injuries Would Not 
Be Compensated.    
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Not all “avoidable” medical errors would 
be compensated.  If a patient’s injury was 
deemed “avoidable,” an “injury threshold” 
must be overcome.  The UCMP study 
showed that applying this threshold would 
greatly reduce the number of eligible 
patients.  A four-week disability threshold 
reduced the number of patients with eligible 
injuries from 8,859 to 3,069, covering only 
18 percent of all patients injured by medical 
error.  When an eight-week disability 
threshold was applied, as proposed in 
Colorado, the number of eligible patients 
dropped to 1,862, or 10 percent of the 
patients injured by medical error.7  Fully 90 
percent of injured patients would be forced 
to bear the economic and personal suffering 
caused by medical error.       
 
The few who might receive compensation 
would receive less than under a 
traditional civil justice system 
 

In the UCMP study, the researchers 
recognized that to maintain economic 
feasibility, the amount of compensation for 
the few eligible patients (i.e., the 10-18 
percent who are able to overcome all of the 
aforementioned obstacles) would need to be 
rationed substantially and costs shifted to 
public and private health insurers.  To stay 
within the annual budget (i.e., the total 
annual cost of medical liability in Utah and 
Colorado, respectively) compensation would 
be severely curtailed: 
 
Less than two-thirds of lost wages would 
be compensated.  The researchers proposed 
to limit wage loss compensation to 66 
percent of lost wages, and would reduce that 
amount further by subtracting any sick pay 
or wage continuation benefits available to 
the patient.8   
 
Only out-of-pocket medical expenses 
would be paid.  These expenses would be 
paid out periodically, not in a lump sum, and 

only to the extent not paid for by the 
patient’s insurer.9      
 
Loss of household production would be 
capped at $20 per day.  “Household 
production” is a term describing 
compensation for those whose injury 
prevents their performance of domestic 
tasks.  This element of compensation is 
especially critical for seniors, and important 
to others who are injured in a way that 
prevents them from performing routine 
household work.10

 
Pain and suffering compensation would 
be capped.  Damages for the pain and 
suffering of the patient would be determined 
from a rigid schedule based on an injury’s 
severity and the patient’s age, and would be 
capped at $100,000 regardless of the 
patient’s need or circumstances.    
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